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ABOUT THE HOST INSTITUTION
Coimbatore Institute of Technology is a Government Aided Autonomous Institution started in the year 1956. It is affiliated to Anna University, Chennai. Institute has grown from strength to strength and has become a centre for academic and research excellence in various disciplines of Science, Engineering and Technology. National Board of Accreditation, New Delhi has accredited UG & PG Programmes.

ABOUT DEPARTMENT OF CSE & IT
The Department of Computer Science and Engineering was started in 1986 with a vision to provide a place for Innovation, Scientific Discovery and New Technology to evolve as a Centre of Excellence for research and learning, integrating Computer and Information Sciences with Natural Sciences and Basic Engineering. The department prepares over 162 graduates (UG & PG) every year to become leaders in diverse fields such as academia, industry and government.

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME
The one day awareness programme on “Industry Ready Guidelines for Startup” focuses on the different aspects of Startup Companies, the ideas of converting research works / project works into startup companies to empower the entrepreneur minds. This programme will bring a positive transformation in the faculty members, research scholars and PG students attitude in their innovative thinking and ideas.

TARGET AUDIENCE & FEE
Academicians, Faculty Members, Research Scholars, Students, Entrepreneurs, Industry Personnel & Legal Professionals.
No Registration fee for the programme.
VENUE: IT Block-211

RESOURCE PERSON
Mr. S. Ravi

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME
The Department of Information of Technology was started in 2001 with a vision to provide a place for Innovation, Scientific Discovery and New Technology to evolve as a Centre of Excellence for research and learning, integrating Computer and Information Sciences with Natural Sciences and Basic Engineering. The department prepares over 72 graduates (UG) every year to become leaders in diverse fields such as academia, industry and government.

TARGET AUDIENCE & FEE
Academicians, Faculty Members, Research Scholars, Industry Personnel & Legal Professionals.
No Registration fee for the programme.
VENUE: IT Block-211

RESOURCE PERSON
Mr. S. Ravi
IPR(111,417),(505,991)